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Pieces for the Mechanical Or

Altegretto
Altegro ma non troppo
AUegro
Menuett
Presto

(1732-1809)
arr. Skowronek

O. L. FERNANDEZ 7:/~ Tr~s Invencoes Seresteiras (1944)
for Clarinet and Bassoon
(1897-1948)
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AUegretto
Lentamente
Allegro saherzoso

HElTOR VILLA-LOBOS
Trio for Oboe, Clarinet, and Bassoon (1921)
18:SZO Anime
(1:887-1959)
D."1-7~,
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HEITOR VILLA-LOBOS
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INTERMISSION

Bachianas Brasileiras No.6 (1938)
for Flute and Bassoon

Aria (Ch8ro)
Fantasia
uintet in Eb

arr.

Adagio - AlLegro
Adagio
Menuetto: Quasi allegretto
Rondo: Allegro
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The Haydn and Beethoven compositions on this evening's
program aPe examples of workswhiah,although not originally
wpitten for wind quintet, have proven themselves adaptable
to its instPUmentation and have been readily absorbed into
its repertoire. The Haydn pieces aPe dPawn from a set of
fourteen short movements written for the last of three small
self-propelled mechanical instPUments built by the
Esterhazy coUPt chaplain and libraPian, Pater Primitivus
Niemecz. The Beethoven worKr-originally the Sextet, Opus ?l
for paired clarinets, hoPns, and bassoons--is occasionally
heaPd in this fOPmat, but vaPious arrangements for wind
quintet have given it a wider audience. The present version
is by Dirk Keetbaas, Canadian flutist and currently a
progPam director with the CBC Radio in Toronto.
The Brazilia~ Heitor VilZa-Lobos, was recognized in his
own lifetime as one of the most unique composers to appeaP
in the New World. His aompositional style was personal and
colorful, and his total output was enoPmous. Among his
chamber musia works, the compositions for vaPious wind-instru
ment combinations aPe of paPticulaP interest. The Trio is a
highly individual and energetic work, while the sixth in the
series of "Bachianas Brasileiras" aombines a sense of
neo-baPoque aonstruation and aounterpoint with an affinity
for the melodia ahaPacter of Brazilian populaP music. The
spirit of this aombination may well have been the inspiration
for the "Three Invention-Serenades" of fellow Brazilian and
assoaiate, OsaaP Lorenzo Fernandez. Here again, a baPoque
foPm, the "two-part invention" provides the basic structure
while the body of subject material clearly derives from
native and lyria elements.
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